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Italian craftsmen, and various examples, in which the
foreign influence gradually fades out, show the lineage of
the decorated sltulce of Etruscan and Venetic Italy. Another
trace (somewhat later) of Cypriote concern with this same
traffic is the presence among the Greeks of Cyprus of a
word sigunon or sibunion x (evidently it contained the
<7-sound that the Greeks could not pronounce) to designate
a peculiar pilum-like spear or javelin ; for the name, and
presumably the weapon, is derived from a people, the
Sigynnac, a pony-breeding, trousered, Iranian-seeming folk
known to Hcrodotos as living near the Danube " beyond
the Enctoi (Vencti) of the Adriatic ". (They must have been
a wandering, gipsy-like folk. They are also reported (by a
poet) as living near the mouths of the Danube 2 and by the
learned and reliable Strabo (xi, p. 520), who echoes Herodotos'
account of their ponies and their Persian traits, in the
Caucasus 3 ; and they were also known, in Herodotos' time,
as pedlars, to " the Ligurians up-country from Marseilles ".4)
1	Ar. Poetics, 21 : to ot-ywov, Kvirptois fi&u Kvpiov, ij/itv Se yAcoTTa.   The
spellings atftvvri, fypwi), at-ynfjivov, also occur.   On this whole subject, see
Myrcs, in the Anthropological JEssays presented to E. B. Tylor.
2	Ap. Rhod., iv, 920.
a The number of tribal names that recur in or near the Caucasus and
also farther wt'at is astonishing ; Sigynnai, Iberes, Ligyes (Ligurians), Achaioi,
Knetoi (Vencti) ; also the IJobrykes, a tribe of northern Asia Minor that
had disappeared in historic limes but figures in the Argonaut saga. (That
the Bebrykes were Thracuma is merely an inference from the ethnology of
the region in historic! times : Strabo, xii, 541-2.) For western Bebrykes see
" Skymnos ", 1, 201, Avicnus, 1, 485, Silius Italicus, iii, -442, Tzet/es on Lyko-
phron SIC and !,'}()& One coincidence would count for nothing, but the
odds against such a nix-fold coincidence are 2° times as great. The problem
awaits areluwological exploration of the Caucasus region ; but there are
already nome truces of parallelism in culture between that region and the
western side of the steppe, and even central Europe, in the late Bronze and
early Iron Ages, (Cf. Pcakc, Rronse Age and the Celtic World) pp. 118 ft)
If the recurring names are the result of migration into both regions from a
common centre, it follows that the names Iberes, Ligyes, etc., in the West
are not names of the aboriginal populations but of immigrant conquerors }
which in itself is not unlikely, Cf. the modern use of the name Celt— and
incidentally the splitting of Celtic tribes by their migrations : Atrebates,
Belgae, Brigantcs, Parisli on the continent and in Britain (for Brigantii in
the Alps, ef, Str, iv, 200) and Teotoaages actually in the eastern Galatia and
in Aquttaine! (Star, iv, 187 ft. ; xii, 566 ft)-
* Hdt. v, 9,

